DEPARTMENT OF COMPUTER SCIENCE AND SYSTEMS ENGINEERING

One Day Intellectual Property Rights Programme on

IPR IN ENGINEERING

The Department of Computer Science and Systems Engineering organized a One Day Intellectual Property Rights Programme on “IPR in Engineering” on 25th January, 2013. The target group is Faculty and students from Dept.of CSSE, SVEC.


The main objective of this programme is to provide a general awareness on IPR and IP in Education among the faculty and students. IP education is concerned about Creating awareness and appreciation of IP regime; its promises, potentials and associated responsibilities among the faculty of the Institutions. This seminar facilitated the transfer of knowledge on IPR to intending audience.

C Madhusudhan Rao, Professor & HOD, CSSE, SVEC delivering a Lecture on

“Awareness Program on IPR in Engineering”
Prof C Madhusudhan Rao provide information on Forms of Intellectual property. He also justified why Institutes should encourage the protection and licensing of IP to organizations which can be effectively utilized for commercial exploitation. He also discussed the benefits of patents, copyrights and trademarks. He concluded that IPR is an important tool for protecting our academic and research results.